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Sediment yields world wide

In the end 
most dams 
will silt up 

It is just a 
matter of 

time 

50, 100, 500  
or 2000 
years?



Siltation process
When silt arrives at the power intakes things get serious 

Will the turbines eventually be destroyed? 

If they do, what happens then? 

Will hydropower be abandoned? 

Will the dam be abandoned? 

How long will the spillway last under conditions of 
continuous discharge? 

Can it be repaired or will it be destroyed?



Russian Dam in Afghanistan



Scour outlet



Russian designed damDam Section

Scour intake

Power intake
Scour gate



Scour Intake



Arrangements



The upstream gate

Assume it never needs to close against flow???? 

May not be needed for, possibly, hundreds of years 

must work after years of neglect 

must be able to remove accumulated silt before opening 

Must not corrode 

Must be simple and easy to lift out for maintenance 

as light as possible



Proposal for a gate

Made of carbon fibre 

light ~ 30% of the weight 

corrosion free 

not hugely more expensive than steel 

box structure that can be filled with air 

reduces weight and allows silt to be cleared



Lifting Gear

Double drum winch 

Loop of Dynex rope 

stronger than steel 

floats - easy to retrieve if it breaks! 

looped through fairlead on gate for easy 
replacement 

can easily lift 50 m or more



Upstream 
gate

Dynex hoisting rope

Turbine intakes

Rope looped  
around fairlead

Double drum hoist

The critical factor!



Slot blocker

Slot blocker is needed to protect slots from damage 
from high velocity silt 

remove guard gate, park it and lower slot blocker 

then open scour gate



Fixed parts

Can never be maintained! 

must last for hundreds of years 

stainless steel corrodes if O2 is low 

Titanium?? 

six times the cost of stainless steel 

otherwise ideal 

Bronze 

has lasted thousands of years in the sea



Scour gate - vertical lift or radial?
Vertical lift gate has slots and fixed parts that can be damaged 

seals can be damaged 

gate can get stuck in gate slots 

NOT a good idea! 

Radial gate 

seals clear of damage 

if it has an eccentric pivot it cannot get stuck 

everything is easily accessible for inspection and maintenance



Scour gate with eccentric pivot

It has got to be 
 a good idea!

Eccentric pivot



Russian Scour Gate

Seriously neglected!



Design for this!


